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Interview with Mr Fukashi Azuma (TV TOKYO) 

5 September 2011 

 

Interview and Translation by Dr Hiroko Furukawa 

 

Mr Fukashi Azuma 

Fukashi Azuma (東不可止, born on 5 March in 1966) is a well-known anime producer of 

Naruto, Gin Tama, Yu-Gi-Oh! and other popular programmes. He worked as an anime 

producer from 1999 to June 2011 at TV Tokyo Corporation, and made 80 anime.
1
 He was 

a Deputy Counsellor at the Corporate Strategy Division of the Corporate Planning 

Department at TV Tokyo Corporation since June 2011.  

 

TV Tokyo Corporation 

(株式会社テレビ東京 Kabushiki Gaisha Terebi Tōkyō, sometimes abbreviated as TX) 

-Founded in 1951 

-Anime series currently broadcast by TV Tokyo: 36 (Jan 2010) 

-Anime series currently broadcast in Japan; about 100  

(Jan 2010, including SFX and rebroadcasting). 

-TV anime series by TV Tokyo; 

Pocket Monsters Pocket Monsters Advanced Generation 

Pocket Monsters: Best Wishes! 

NARUTO 

BLEACH 

Gintama 

Inazuma Eleven Inazuma Eleven GO 

Prince of Tennis 

Tottoko Hamutaro Tottoko Hamutaro Dechu 

FAIRY TAIL 

Yu-Gi-Oh! 

Mainichi Kasan（毎日かあさん） 

                                                 
1
 I will differentiate animation and anime from now on. According to Nobuyuki Tsugata, anime is 

defined as follows (2011: 4-5); 

Anime 

Anime is a type animations that is made into films or TV programmes in Japan for 

commercial purposes by using mainly cell animation, an animation technique known as 

traditional animation in English (or digital animation which uses a cell animation style). 

Anime focuses on the stories. 
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Card Fight! Vanguard（カードファイト!!ヴァンガード、TV Aichi） 

  Onegai My Melody 

-TV anime broadcast in the past 

Magical Princess Minky Momo 

  Captain Tsubasa 

  Neon Genesis Evangelion 

  Keroro Gunso, etc. 

For more information about TV Tokyo, please see: 

http://www.tv-tokyo.co.jp/corporation/ (English or Japanese) or 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TV_Tokyo 

 

 

Interview with Mr Fukashi Azuma (TV TOKYO) 

5 September 2011 

 

Interview and Translation by Dr Hiroko Furukawa 

 

HF: How important is the idea of creating a media franchise or “media mix” of products 

to your company? 

 

FA: When we make a 30-min anime programme, it costs us about 12-15 million yen. We 

usually have a 13-week (3-month) run of a TV series which need 13 episodes, so the total 

cost is about 2 hundred million yen. Anime production is a high-cost business. Thus, it is 

highly important to share the production costs with other companies. 

 

Until 30 years ago, TV anime series came first, and then their magazine serials and 

merchandising followed.
2
 Between the late 1970s and the 1980s, however, the number of 

                                                 
2 ‘The reason that Astro Boy (鉄腕アトム Tetsuwan Atomu) became a hero of the time is the 

success of its merchandising. The highest view rate was over 40 %, and it contributed the sales of 

its character goods. For the anime industry, it was a good demonstration of how anime production 

became profitable. As a result, companies such as Toei Animation Co., Ltd. (東映アニメーショ

ン株式会社 Tōei Animēshon Kabushiki-gaisha) which was not positive with TV anime 

production, Television Corporation of Japan Co.,Ltd. (株式会社ティー・シー・ジェー
Kabishikigaisha Tī Ē Shī) which was specialised in TV commercials, and Tatsunoko Production 

Co., Ltd. (株式会社竜の子プロダクション or 株式会社タツノコプロダクション 

Kabushiki-gaisha Tatsunoko Purodakushon) which was a manga studio started joining TV anime 

production. The movement created The 1st Anime Boom around the end of the 1960s’ (Tsugata, 

Nobuyuki (2011) Animegaku [Anime Studies]. Tokyo: NTT Shuppan Kabushiki-gaisha, 

http://www.tv-tokyo.co.jp/corporation/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TV_Tokyo
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TV anime series based on manga grew, and TV stations started making anime series for 

toy manufacturers to sell their character toys. That is, the pursuit of audience ratings has 

become less prioritised since then.
3
 

 

There are roughly 4 types of incomes for TV stations:  

1. TV commercial income—our clients pay the fee for broadcasting rights; 

2. Programme sales income—we sell our programmes to other TV stations both our 

enterprise (local networks) and non-enterprise stations; 

3. Income from the ‘soft-rights’—these are from videos, games, publication, or overseas 

distribution of TV programmes; 

4. Income from events—these are from sports or cultural events when we organise them. 

  

It is getting more important to gain incomes from outside of the programme as well as TV 

commercial and programme sales incomes. Symbolically, recent anime programmes have 

3 producers for each, one in charge of the programme itself (a staff member of a TV 

station), one in charge of the production process (from an animation studio), and one in 

charge of its business (from an agency). This is the base of the seisakuiinkai [製作委員会 

production committee]
4 system. 

 

TV Tokyo has become famous for anime since the 1990s. It was not entirely our strategy. 

Because the prices of anime were relatively cheaper than other programmes, we 

broadcast more than other stations. As a result, we have got the know-how gained from 

years of experiences in anime broadcasting. Then we have high reputation for anime 

series now. Only TV Tokyo has an anime station in Japan, and the anime production 

department is prioritised in our company; there are 40 staff members in the department 

and the top is one of the Board of Directors. 

 

 

HF: What media are normally part of the media franchises your company is involved 

with? 

 

FA: Manga, video games, videos, merchandising, films, etc. We also sell theme songs of 

                                                                                                                                               

p.28) 
3 About the innovation of anime occurred with Astro Boy, there are detailed explanations in 

Tsugata (2011: 28, 47-54). 
4 All translator notes are signified by a square bracket. All other brackets are the 

interview subject’s. 
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our anime series. In fact, when we see last week’s Oricon singles chart,
5
 5 out of the top 

10 are anime songs. Tie-ups with radio stations are another way. There are some anime 

voice actors (seiyu) who have become stars in Japan, and their fans listen to their songs on 

the radio. Nana Mizuki [水樹 奈々]
6
 is a good example. She had concerts at prestigious 

concert halls like the Nippon Budokan
7
 and Tokyo Dome.

8
 At Tokyo Dome, she had 

100,000 audience for her 2-day live concerts. 

 

Some of the media franchising is not aiming at profits. For example, the latest anime film 

of The Prince of Tennis (On screen from 03 September 2011) is more for fan 

appreciation.
9
 We are aware that we are not going to make a lot of profits from the film, 

but it is good to have a channel [a film] for our franchising. This year is the 10
th

 

anniversary of the TV anime series,
10

 and the last anime film was made in 2005,
11

 We 

started from a small number of cinemas, about 30, and tried to make the income and 

expenditure even. 

 

 

HF: How often does your company use manga as a source for filmmaking/anime 

production/magazine content/creation of merchandising/games production? 

 

FA: Anime used to have specific features; various story settings, detailed and profound 

characters’ psychological descriptions, etc. However, foreign creators have become 

familiar with anime, and consequently, their styles have become closer to the Japanese 

one. There are some anime series with an American-comic-look pictures but a 

Japanese-anime-look story setting. Ben 10 is a good example. That is, the narrative 

                                                 

5 The Japanese sales charts of CDs, DVDs, books and so on, made by Oricon Inc. (株式会社オ

リコン Kabushiki-gaisha Orikon). This system officially started in 1968.  

http://www.oricon.co.jp/rank/js/w/2011-09-12/more/1/ (English).  
6 About Nana Mizuki, see Wikipedia for more details: 

http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/people.php?id=436 (English). 
7
 Nippon Budokan: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nippon_Budokan (English). 

8
 Tokyo Dome: http://www.tokyo-dome.co.jp/e/ (English). 

9 Official web page of the film of The Prince of Tennis: Eikoku-shiki Teikyū-jō Kessen!  (The 

subtitletranslates roughly to The Prince of Tennis: English-style Castle BattleTennis!) 
http://tenipuri-movie.com/ (Japanese); information in English can be found at: 

http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/anime.php?id=12859.  
10

 The TV anime series were broadcast from 2001 to 2005 on TV Tokyo. 
11

 A live-action film was made in 2006. 
 

http://www.oricon.co.jp/rank/js/w/2011-09-12/more/1/
http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/people.php?id=436
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nippon_Budokan
http://www.tokyo-dome.co.jp/e/
http://tenipuri-movie.com/
http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/anime.php?id=12859
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development and the story settings are becoming universal. 

  

In this situation, what should anime do? First of all, we have the strength of games. For 

example, we sell more Naruto games in Europe than in Japan. It is one way to expand our 

franchise from games to manga. There are some experiments already. A multimedia 

franchise ‘.hack’ [pronounced ‘dot-hack’] started from a game with its original anime 

video as a supplement in 2002. Then, TV Tokyo broadcast its anime series from 2002 to 

2006, and manga serials at a magazine of Kadokawa. This is a totally new media 

franchise that the progress of the story links between game, anime and manga. The 

franchise involved novels, radio, music, films, too.
12

 

 

 

HF: What kinds of specific audiences does your company have in mind when selecting 

manga to adapt/franchise? 

 

FA: We look at the trends in manga sales. Shōjo manga [girls’ manga] is getting popular 

now, and TV Tokyo broadcast Natsume's Book of Friends [夏目友人帳  Natsume 

Yūjinchō]
13

 Vol.1 in 2008 and Vol.2 in 2009, and has been broadcasting Vol.3 since July 

2011. This is the 4
th

 run and about 60 episodes have been made already. This is based on a 

manga serial in a girls’ magazine LaLa.
14

 We made a film from the anime series, screened 

in two cinemas in Tokyo and Osaka, and made a DVDs afterwards. 

 

HF: What kinds of manga does your company make use of? 

 

FA: Shōnen [boys’], Shōjo, Mecha [mechanical/robot suits], Sports, Action, Animal, and 

so on… almost any kinds but anime series categorised as Japanese Hentai [pornography]. 

There are some anime with descriptions of gay [culture] or transvestism though.  

 

When we export our anime series to the US, there are some regulations against depictions 

of religious views or guns. When we have business with an American company before 

making anime series, we avoid using kanji [Sino-Japanese characters] in scenes. One of 

                                                 
12 ‘.hack’: http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/anime.php?id=605 

(English). 
13 Natsume's Book of Friends: 

http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/anime.php?id=9419 (English). 
14 LaLa: http://www.hakusensha.co.jp/lala/ (Japanese); http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LaLa 

(English). 

http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/anime.php?id=605
http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/anime.php?id=9419
http://www.hakusensha.co.jp/lala/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LaLa
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the examples of this is recent series of Yu-Gi-Oh! [遊戯王 Yūgiō, lit. "Game King" or 

"King of Games"]. The setting and characters are made universal. 

 

 

HF: Do your adaptations from manga get distributed outside of Japan? 

 

FA: There are only 2 countries in the world that we have not sold the broadcasting rights 

of Pokémon [ポケモン Pokemon],
15

 The State of Mongolia and North Korea. 

 

 

HF: Has your company entered into any international co-production deals related to 

manga adaptations/franchises? 

 

FA: We have. We usually have business talks with companies from abroad, mostly from 

the US, Europe, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Korea, at Tokyo International Anime Fair or 

MIPCOM [twice a year in Cannes, France], the world’s biggest international 

entertainment contents trade fair. 

 

HF: In what ways is overseas distribution important to your company? 

 

FA: The population is ageing and the birth rate is declining extremely rapidly in Japan. 

Thus, the Japanese anime market is reaching a limit. For us, China is a promising field for 

investment now. We want to expand our business by offering our know-how in producing 

anime to Chinese companies. Chinese studios produce anime series with their own ideas, 

and then broadcast them on their TV channels, but with our know-how. In China, there 

are 1000 new cinemas built every day. This is a sign of the market’s growth. 

 

 

HF: What kinds of texts does Mr Azuma look for when considering beginning a 

seisakuiinkai project? Are there specific qualities (genres/authors/character 

types/settings etc) to the texts he seeks out? 

 

FA: We are very conscious about descriptions of violence and sex for anime series at a 

peak viewing time. During midnight time, we choose above 12 (12/12A equivalent in the 

                                                 
15 For more on Pokémon, see: Joseph Tobin, ed. Pikachu’s Global Adventure: The Rise and Fall  

of Pokémon, Durham: Duke University Press, 2004. 
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UK) film rating. We also check the trends in TV dramas to see what kinds of anime series 

we could make a hit with. In the last 2-3 years, period adventure dramas and dramas with 

many boy characters are popular for girls. We don’t limit the audience to only boys or 

girls. To have a wider audience, it is important to choose an anime studio with high 

quality. But the schedules of popular studios tend to be full for the next some years, and it 

is difficult to square the quality with the time constraints.  

 

 

HF: Why does Mr Azuma believe that the seisakuiinkai has been so successful in Japan? 

Does he believe the system will continue to be used in future, and if so, why? 

 

FA: That is probably because we are paying businesses with the system. I suppose that in 

foreign countries (e.g. Hollywood) the producers manage the copyright and only raise 

funds for the production costs. In Japan, on the contrary, the unique ‘we all have weapons 

and we fight together’ system works well. This is like ‘the convoy system’ [護送船団方式 

gosōsendanhōshiki] which is one of the Japanese administrative skills. This is the 

[wartime] system under which government regulation prevented weak companies from 

collapsing (and enabled strong companies to make exorbitant profits).  

 

It should be noted that there is no company without any strength in seisakuiinkai. Each 

has a field such as manga, films, games, videos, or toys. That is why the seisakuiinkai 

system functions well. Each sponsor has a specialised field and tries to make profits in 

there. Although some banks such as Mizuho tried to raise funds from individual inventor 

in the past, they did not succeed. The reason for this failure was simple. If the manga for a 

seisakuiinkai is promising, we do not need to use individual investors’ money because 

there are many companies which want to invest in the business. 

 

Nowadays, we hardly make anime series without the seisakuiinkai system. The cost of a 

30-minute anime episode is more than that for a 2-hour variety show. As mentioned 

before, the production costs of anime series are about 2 hundred million yen for a 

13-week (3-month) run. The system is used for raising funds for the production costs, 

diversifying risks and managing the copyright. It is not going too far to say that we cannot 

make anime series without seisakuiinkai. 

 

A good thing about anime is that anime series have longer life spans than other genres 

such as variety shows. Once we have made them, we are able to sell them for a long time. 
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The good cases are Heidi, Girl of the Alps [アルプスの少女ハイジ Arupusu no Shōjo 

Haiji], Dog of Flanders [フランダースの犬 Furandāsu no Inu] and others in the series of 

World Masterpiece Theatre [世界名作劇場 Sekai Meisaku Gekijō].
16

 

 

 

HF: Does Mr Azuma think that the types of partners who come together for the 

seisakuiinkai is standardising, or is there flexibility in the kinds of partnerships being 

made? 

 

FA: We make strategies among sponsors in the seisakuiinkai. In this sense, there is 

flexibility in media franchise development. If you pay concession money, you are able to 

become a sponsor even though you are not initially involved in the seisakuiinkai.  

 

In the case of Naruto, TV Tokyo is the managing sponsor [幹事会社 kanjikaisha]. We 

asked Weekly Shōnen Jump [週刊少年ジャンプ Shūkan Shōnen Janpu]
17

 to make a 

media franchise and make a seisakuiinkai with Studio Pierrot [スタジオぴえろ Sutajio 

Piero],
18

 a Japanese anime studio. If my memory serves well, the proportions of the 

investment are equal. Thus we share the profits from the Naruto franchising equally. If a 

business involves the copyright of the original manga, we have a separate negotiation. 

Naruto is a long-run hit; it started in 2002 and is still broadcast. This anime is exceptional. 

The Naruto seisakuiinkai consists of a TV station, a publisher and an anime studio. In the 

case of Yu-Gi-Oh!, the seisakuiinkai has an agency, Asatsu-DK Inc. [株式会社アサツー 

ディ・ケイ Kabushiki-gaisha Asatsū Di Kei, often abbreviated as ADK].
19

 

 

When we start a seisakuiinkai, the most enthusiastic company becomes the managing 

sponsor and negotiates with other companies to start a business. The distribution of the 

profits is decided according to the proportions of the investment. If you find some 

                                                 
16 ‘World Masterpiece Theater (世界名作劇場 Sekai Meisaku Gekijō) is a Japanese TV anime 

staple that showcased an animated version of a different classical book or story each year on 

7:30p.m. on Sunday. It originally aired from 1969 to 1997 then resumed in 2007’ (Wikipedia). For 

more details, see http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/anime.php?id=430 and 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Masterpiece_Theater (English). 
17 Weekly Shōnen Jump, one of Japan’s most popular weekly compilation manga books, can be 

found at their English-language website: http://www.shonenjump.com/e/.  

18 Studio Pierrot: http://pierrot.jp/company/ (Japanese) or 

http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/company.php?id=56 (English). 

19 ADK: http://www.adk.jp/english/html/culture/index.html (English). 

 

http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/anime.php?id=430
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Masterpiece_Theater
http://www.shonenjump.com/e/
http://pierrot.jp/company/
http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/company.php?id=56
http://www.adk.jp/english/html/culture/index.html
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companies in a seisakuiinkai that you do not see what they are doing for their business 

easily, they are likely to be pachinko companies. They invest to have the copyright of 

anime/manga characters to use them for their pachinko machines. When we are making 

anime series for children, however, we are not allowed to sell the copyright during its 

time on air. Therefore they have to wait for some years after the end of the TV series. 

 

The smartphone market is very attractive now. We could have different business from one 

with mobiles. A manga sold ten times [as much] once they made a link with a smartphone 

[company]. The number of the sales was a hundred thousand before, but is now a million. 

 

 

HF: In his experience, how smoothly do seisakuiinkai function? 

 

FA: It works smoothly when the business is going well, but it can be problematic when we 

get the market wrong. In these situations, some want to keep the business but others want 

to be paid off. As I mentioned above, it is impossible to make anime series without 

seisakuiinkai nowadays. Only exceptions are old anime series such as Kamen Rider [仮面

ライダー Kamen Raidā, Masked Rider, 1971~],
20

 Sazae-san [サザエさん Sazae-san, 

1969~]
21

 and Chibi Maruko-chan [ちびまる子ちゃん Chibi Maruko-chan, 1990~].
22

 

Neon Genesis Evangelion [新世紀エヴァンゲリオン Shin Seiki Evangerion, lit. New 

Century Evangelion, 1995~]
23

 was not using the seisakuiinkai system at the beginning, 

and started it around 10 years ago. Neon Genesis Evangelion is an anime series from TV 

Tokyo. 

 

 

HF: What does Mr Azuma think about the speed with which media franchising is 

undertaken in Japan? Does he believe it is better to produce multiple media adaptations 

very quickly, or does he prefer to spread out the production of texts to extend the life of a 

media product?   

                                                 
20 Kamen Rider creator information available at: http://en.ishimoripro.com/index2.php (English). 
21 Sazae-san franchise: http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/anime.php?id=870  

(English). 
22 Chibi Maruko-chan: http://chibimaru.tv/ (Japanese); 

http://www.fujitv.co.jp/b_hp/maruko/index.html (Japanese);  

http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/anime.php?id=479 (English). 
23 Neon Genesis Evangelion: 

http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/anime.php?id=49 (English). 

 

http://en.ishimoripro.com/index2.php
http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/anime.php?id=870
http://chibimaru.tv/
http://www.fujitv.co.jp/b_hp/maruko/index.html
http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/anime.php?id=479
http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/anime.php?id=49
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FA: Quick business is not a good idea sometimes. For example, videos are merchandising 

of our TV anime series. We have about a month break between the TV anime series and 

its videos. 

 

 

HF: When working on Naruto, what drew him to the project, and how is the franchise 

managed? 

 

FA: I was in the business department when TV Tokyo asked Weekly Shōnen Jump about 

the Naruto franchise 12 years ago. I was later transferred to the anime production 

department and worked as a producer of Naruto. 12 years ago, TV Tokyo had no anime 

series from Weekly Shōnen Jump, the most popular magazine for boys, and we wanted to 

begin a business with them. We aimed at One Piece [ワンピース Wan Pīsu]
24

 but it was 

rejected. Weekly Shōnen Jump thought the manga would make a big hit and wanted a 

business with Fuji Television Network, Inc. [株式会社フジテレビジョン  Kabushiki 

Gaisha Fuji Terebijo].
25

 Fuji Television has 30 enterprise stations (local networks) and 

we have only 6, so Weekly Shōnen Jump preferred more channels to be broadcast widely. 

They gave us The Prince of Tennis and Hikaru no Go [ヒカルの碁, lit. ‘Hikaru's Go’]
26

 

instead. As a result of our good jobs with the both manga, they then gave us Naruto and 

Bleach [ブリーチ Burīchi].
27

 Both businesses are going really well. So now they are 

willing to give us more. Our strength is that we broadcast anime series at a peak viewing 

time. For instance, Naruto is on air from 18:30 to 19.00 when other stations are 

broadcasting news programmes. In addition, we sell broadcasting rights at a cheaper price 

than other leading stations of the Japanese broadcasting network. We have made around 

400-500 episodes for Naruto already. 

 

 

HF: What were the immediate effects of the Tohoku earthquake and tsunami on your 

company? 

                                                 
24 One Piece is a large franchise, some information about which is available at: 

http://onepiece.viz.com/ (English); http://www.onepieceunlimitedcruise.com/uk/ (English); 

http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/anime.php?id=836 (English). 
25 Fuji Television: http://www.fujitv.co.jp/en/index.html?pagelink=fujimenu (English) 
26 Hikaru no Go: http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/anime.php?id=912  

(English). 
27 Bleach is another large franchise: 

http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/anime.php?id=4240  (English). 

http://onepiece.viz.com/
http://www.onepieceunlimitedcruise.com/uk/
http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/anime.php?id=836
http://www.fujitv.co.jp/en/index.html?pagelink=fujimenu
http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/anime.php?id=912
http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/anime.php?id=4240
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FA: Right after the earthquake and tsunami, we checked for scenes of drowning, tsunami 

or death, also scenes where a huge robot destroys the ground, and so on. Although we do 

not have enterprise stations in Tohoku (tsunami devastated areas in northern Japan), we 

deleted all of those kinds of scenes. The calamity happened on Friday 11 March. Since 

then, all of the TV stations had broadcast only news related to the disaster all the time. 

There were no programmes for children, and these devastating images affected children 

badly. We broadcast harmless anime series for children the next day, the Saturday 12 

March. There were approvals and disapprovals for this strategy, but viewers said ‘it was 

good that your station did that’. I personally did not have any days off at all until the end 

of May, and worked on the change of our anime line-up, the modification of the scenes 

that we had to be sensitive with, etc. We also modified some scenes of Naruto’s latest film 

Naruto Shippūden 5: Blood Prison [劇場版 NARUTO-ナルト- ブラッド・プリズン 

Gekijōban Naruto: Buraddo Purizun, on screen from30 July 2011].
28

 

 

 

HF: How do you work with on-line illegal distributors of your anime series? 

 

FA: We take action against illegal distributors because they are obstacles of overseas 

video sales. TV Tokyo invested money in an distributor called Crunchyroll
29

 with some 

other TV stations, publishers such as Shueisha Inc. [株式会社集英社 Kabushiki Kaisha 

Shūeisha]
30

, Shogakukan [小学館  Shōgakukan],
31

 and a printing company Toppan 

Printing Co., Ltd.(凸版印刷株式会社  Toppan Insatsu kabusiki-gaisha)
32

. Toppan 

Printing Co, Ltd. was a consensus builder to do the negotiation. We made Crunchyroll our 

official legal web page for overseas distribution, and banned all illegal contributions. It is 

now the world biggest anime social network system (SNS). There are 2 services, one for a 

charge and one for free. If you choose a charged service, you will have a better quality of 

images than a free one. You will have TV commercials with the free service. We 

distribute our anime series on the web page after only 1 hour of the broadcast in Japan. 

Moreover, all episodes have English subtitles. We thought that if we, the broadcasters 

make an official page which distributes anime series immediately, there will not be any 
                                                 
28 Naruto Shippūden 5: Blood Prison:  http://www.naruto-movie.com/index.html (Japanese) 

and http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/anime.php?id=12869 (English). 
29 Crunchyroll: http://www.crunchyroll.com/ (English). 
30 Shueisha: http://www.shueisha.co.jp/english/ (English). 
31

 Shogakukan: http://www.shogakukan.co.jp/company/english/ (English). 
32 Toppan: http://www.toppan.co.jp/english/ (English). 

 

http://www.naruto-movie.com/index.html
http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/anime.php?id=12869
http://www.crunchyroll.com/
http://www.shueisha.co.jp/english/
http://www.shogakukan.co.jp/company/english/
http://www.toppan.co.jp/english/
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illegal pages any more. We distribute Naruto, Gin Tama [銀魂 Gintama, lit. "Silver 

Soul"]
33

and other popular series. 

 

By the way, TV Tokyo deleted the largest number of illegal contributions on YouTube in 

the world in 2010. We only deleted Naruto, Pokémon and Yu-Gi-Oh! and it made us the 

top of the world. This fact tells us the popularity of these anime series. 

 

 

                                                 
33 Gin Tama: http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/anime.php?id=6236  

(English). 

 

http://www.animenewsnetwork.co.uk/encyclopedia/anime.php?id=6236

